IRBIS changes, effective 6:00 PM, May 9, 2019

IRBIS 5.11.01 Update:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to Withdraw Sent Stipulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ability to Trigger Roll Up of Submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Easier Access for Researchers to NSI Stipulation Responses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ability to Withdraw Sent Stipulations

OHRE Analysts and Chairs now have the ability to withdraw stipulations. This will be accomplished via two new options. First, a new button has been added: Withdraw Stips. This will appear on the righthand top part of the section for swimlanes that are currently Waiting PI Response:

When this button is clicked, IRBIS will begin the process of recalling the stipulations from the Investigator. A confirmation will be displayed to prevent accidental clicks:
Once confirmed, the PI responses will be automatically entered as ‘Withdrawn’ for all stipulations and the submission will be returned to OHRE for review.

Withdraw and Confirm will be check by default for all stipulations. OHRE staff will have the option to withdraw all stips, or they may elect to withdraw only some stipulations, or resend new stipulations.

The appropriate review result action can then be selected.

**Ability to Re-Trigger Roll Up of Submission**

New Technical option to re-trigger the roll up process form the submission level to the study review level. This will enable ORIS staff to retrig the roll-up process when a submission finalization fails without having to recreate a letter. This sometimes occurs due to a server interruption at the time of the finalization process. Due to the timing requirements of this action, it will only be available to select staff via a role permission: Trigger Roll Up.
This is different from the option to Re-Send the letter in that it creates the finalization PDF, syncs any revised expiration date, and ensures any stipulations have been sent successfully to the Investigator.

---

Easier Access for Researchers to NSI Stipulation Responses

NSI stipulation responses have a new link on the left hand menu to assist Investigators in being able to review NSI stipulations and responses more easily. Previously NSI stipulations were displayed via a link in this menu location, but once the stipulation responses was saved and resubmitted, the NSI stipulation and response(s) were only available via the study level Letters view, which required additional navigation to access.
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To provide feedback or additional suggestions, please contact: [IRBIS@unc.edu](mailto:IRBIS@unc.edu)